
Banbury garden 
From old to new 

 



Path to the front door was too narrow 



Ornamental weeping pear got cleared of ivy and circular metal edge placed 
around existing Hellebores   

 



The cherry tree got replaced by a raised circular bed with central obelisk, 
planted with a climbing rose and an early flowering clematis, surrounded by 

lavender and spring flowering plants.   



The new focal point from the kitchen window was now the circular bed with 
and a better view of the surrounding shrubs. This also gave much more light 

throughout the summer but most importantly during the winter months. 



The Wisteria grew downwards and layered itself on the ground. It got 
severely pruned and tied up onto wires. The chimney breast got a white 

climbing rose.  



The entrance path seen from the garden. The rockery got dramatically 
reduces and more planting added along the house 

 



New reduced rockery bed. A small retaining wall was made mixing the old 
with new stones. A curved metal edge was placed towards the lawn 



The new enlarger patio has the main steps off set & set back to allow water 
feature to be the focal point for the living room’s patio doors 



 The new patio was enlarge as much as possible with minimal root 
disturbances to surrounding trees 

 



Planting under the window was improved with a flowering rose 
& a flowering quince and the bed got edged with stone. A large 

vine got removed as it was too vigorous for the space and 
invaded the downpipe. A new gate give shelter from the 

neighbours and easy access to the back of the house. A low 
retaining wall holds the soil for a magnificent large magnolia.  



’Dry stone’ walling with narrow steps to the short cut route to the 
summerhouse.   

 



Planting areas got defined with metal and where possible a wooden edge. Most self-
seeded plants got removed. Here giving some light to existing hellebores, an oval 

metal edged towards the lawn and additional planting added to the bed.  



The shed in the overgrown corner got removed together with a large conifer 
and an old plum tree and a summerhouse took their place.  



The white lilac and an old clematis Montana was saved. The clematis got hard 
pruned and trained along the fence. It is now covering the wires towards the 
summerhouse. In the background is a newly planted Cornus cousa sinensis in 
front of a Pyracantha hedge and an Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree) on the 
lawn. Beds are mulched with shredded prunings from the garden.  



Along the hedge is an arbour which is internally planted with lavender, roses, 
honeysuckles and evergreen scented clematis  



Parking for 3 cars was created. A picket fence was placed by the corner of the 
house dividing the hard landscape from the small back garden 

 

Small back garden 



The pond was removed to make room for more car parking. Roses are planted to grow up 
the new fence and archway.  Behind the fence a row of geraniums, which should reach 
towards the light and peep through the picket fencing, to welcome visitors. All existing 
geraniums where split so the garden got a wealth of them and spares to give away. 



Hedges got clipped & lowered 




